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Tub to Heaven

In today’s fast-paced world, more and more people are starting to value being
close to nature, taking every opportunity they can to spend some time outdoors
and relax.
The Tub To Heaven mobile bathing tub with its innovative heating system,
stainless steel interior, good insolation and a powerful boiler will satisfy even the
most demanding bathers.
The carpet-covered and heated staircase leading up to the tub has leathercovered handrails on both sides. Together they will make it safe and comfortable
to bathe in any weather.
Both the bathing tub and the trailer come with covers that will keep the tub clean
during transport and between baths.
The specially designed and hot-dip galvanised frame makes the trailer sturdy
and durable while the LED lights make it safe to transport the mobile bathing
tub.
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Stainless steel is resistant and a good thermal conductor, which means it
is the best material for producing a durable and low maintenance
bathing tub.
Because stainless steel is a good thermal conductor, even the edge of
the tub that is not submerged in water will be pleasantly warm during
winter.
The bathing tub and the boiler are insulated with a layer of special
insulation foam that is up to 10 cm thick and that will ensure that the
water will be heated as quickly as possible and will stay warm for longer.
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Tub to Heaven

There are two different hanging shelves that can be
attached to the edge of the tub, making it easy to
store your drinks and snacks on them.

To ensure safety when entering and exiting
the bathing tub even in crisp cold winter
temperatures, the Tub To Heaven bathing
tub comes with a heated staircase with a
soft carpet covering. The heated staircase
has leather-covered railings on both sides
which makes them nice and warm to hold
onto even in cold weather.

Next to the boiler, there is a metal rack for storing
firewood and keeping the logs dry and at hand,
both during transport and heating. The tub
comes with a boiler that is powerful enough to
heat an entire house, making it very quick to heat
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There are four precise
spirit levels by the feet
of the tub, which help
with adjusting the tub.
The bathing tub has been fitted with four feet
that can easily be adjusted to level the bath
out on uneven surfaces as well.
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Tub to Heaven

The bathing tub has been fitted on a specially made hot-dip galvanised frame to guarantee a
long and maintenance-free lifespan.
The Tub To Heaven mobile bathing tub comes with two different covers to ensure that the bath
stays clean both during transport and between baths.
The cover for the whole trailer protects the tub during transport and storage.
The cover for the tub itself keeps it clean between baths.
The mobile bathing tub comes with durable LED lights that ensure safe travel in all weather
conditions.

The stainless-steel mobile bathing tub has a diameter of 1.8 metres and a volume of 2000 litres.
The boiler is 30 kW, firebox depth is 60 cm. The chimney for the boiler totals 2 meters (in two
parts).
Thanks to the innovative heating system, good thermal insulation and a powerful but efficient
boiler, it only takes 2.5-3 hours to heat up 2000 litres of ice-cold water for bathing during the
winter. At -20C it takes only two armfuls 50-cm firewood logs (which would amount to two log
bundles sold at most petrol stations) to heat up the bathwater.

Tub to Heaven
The set includes:
‣ Stair carpeting
‣ Bathing tub cover
‣ Trailer cover
‣ Hanging shelves for food and
drink
‣ Waterproof LED lights
‣ Thermometer
‣ Paddle for mixing the water
‣ Stands for support feet
‣ Cleaning net
‣ Fire poker
‣ Boiler cleaning brush
‣ 10 metre emptying hose
‣ Removable stainless steel
chimney
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